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WASHINGTON (AP)
President Johnson said yesterday "we
are very interested in" a North
Vietnamese peace move which apparently brings the two sides closer
to negotiations than at any time

AFT Near AFL-C10 Disaffiliation
Backs ’Student Day of Concern
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CAUSE WITHOUT a table? Modena Oliverio, John Patterson,
and Bill Hutchison munch ice cream cones while waiting for the
new information tables to be finished on Seventh Street. The
trio gave their views on draft resistance. The new tables will replace the folding tables which have been used in front of the
cafeteria.

J.

In an effort to gain benefits
for the Mexican-American community in a political rather than
militant manner, Greg Rios, 24year-old pre-law major has announced the formation of Students
for the Advancement of MexicanAmericans (SAMA).
The group, which will hold an
open membership meeting Friday
at 4 p.m. in E132, will represent
what Rios says is the "majority" of

"Help Stamp Out Myths About
College Students" was the title of
a questionnaire circulated on this
campus last fall.
"ilewsweek" magazine was conducting a poll to try and determine
the "real" attitudes of college students regarding political issues.
The results of this poll have just
been published in the "Newsweek
College Newsletter How to Plan
Your Career."
It is difficult to determine how
much these attitudes may have
changed in the last few months,
An All-Campus Photo Contest,
but in the fall of 1967 college
sponsored by Kappa Alpha Mu,
students replied like this:
1. Have you ever joined in a professional photo-journalism sodemonstration or a protest march ciety, will begin after Easter va. . . written a protest letter . . .
cation, according to Doug Menard,
signed a petition?
contest chairman.
DemonstraHon, March
Menard said there will be cate28% -Yes
1%-?
715 -No
gories for best black and white
Protest Letter
and best color. There will also be
27% -Yes
71% -No
2%-?
a category for the best all -show
Petition
picture. Ribbons, placques and cash
66% -Yes
30% -No
4%-?
certificates will be given to the
If "yes" . . . for what causes?
winners.
Demonstration, March
There is an entrance fee of $1
’7c NCI, Int’l 5 Campus
with a $3 maximum. An unlimited
% Vietnam Problems Issues
number of prints may be sub27
48
25
mitted if the entrant pays $3,
Protest Letter
Int’l ’7c Campus Menard said.
Photos must have been taken
ric Vietnam Problems Issues
between May 17, 1967 and the
53
31
16
deadline time which is Friday,
Petition
Int’l 5 Campus May 17 at 5 p.m.
%
Entry blanks, outlining the cate5 Vietnam Problems Issues
gories and the rules, will be
16
29
55
2. Suppose you were in charge of available in JCI12 after Easter.
everything. What would you do to
end the war in Vietnam?
Answer Grouping
Escalate for military victory
34
U.S. should unilaterally stop
the bombing and withdraw
17
U.S. should stop bombing and
Student Council yesterday apcall a cease-fire to start
negotiations
8 proved ASB President Vic Lee’s
appointment of Bob Gottschalk,
--but if our call for negosenior representative, to succeed
tiations is refused, we
should escalate the war
6 Bill Clark as ASB vice president.
5 Lee said Gottschalk had the best
Recognize the NLF .
Continue present policies
6 vote tabulation of the "blue ribbon
committee" which rated the appliAppeal to UN, Geneva Conference, others
5 cants.
Gottschalk, 23. has been acting
2
Negotiate now
17 chairman of council this semester
Other or No Answer .
3. Which do you prefer: present In the absence of a vice president.
draft system; lottery: volunteer He said, "In the few remaining
army only; universal service; weeks. I hope I can accomplish
something more constructive than
other?
32% of both male and female re- we have to date."
In other action President Clark’s
spondents prefer the present draft
system. 55 favor a lottery, while Interim Statement on Student
37% would rather have a volunteer Rights and Responsibilities was
army. 17% favor a universal serv- passed unanimously yesterday hy
ice: 7,; other alternatives and 25 council The statement which defines the student’s freedom and
"no answer."
4. What do you think of someone who refuses to serve in the
Armed Forces?
445 disapprove of someone who
Coeds interested in becoming
rejects his military obligation, but
37% accept his position if he is International Queen have until
"sincere." 16% say its his own per- Wednesday, April 17, to submit apsonal derision -- they wouldn’t plication forms to the Student Ac(ADM174) or Forpass judgment on him. 3% didn’t tivlties
answer this question.
itagri Students (Mice (AL41201.i.

Mexican - American students on
campus and help put forth a plan
for betterment of the MexicanAmerican community.
The plan includes the promotion
of vocational and professional education for those who want it, and
informing the community of services such as welfare and legal aid.
"It is a matter of lack of understanding," said Rios, in discussing
the community problem. "SAMA
will try to instill a sense of pride
and identity in the culture," he
said.
One of the main goals of the organization, according to Rios, is to
encourage the Mexican-American
community to participate in civic
affairs and organize into an effective voting machine.
This could possibly result one
day in a qualified Mexican-American mayor or city councilman for
San Jose.
The group hopes to raise enough
money to finance a $100 scholarship for a SJS and San Jose City
College student.
"The reason for the organization," said Rios "is due to the dissatisfaction of the majority of

AFL-CIO ISSUE
A motion by Dr. Paul Dickert,
assistant professor of geology,
calling for a statewide "AFT
referendum to disaffiliate from the
AFL-CIO" also drew considerable
discussion from the 100 educators
attending the meeting.
Dr. Dickert sought AFT resig-

Queen Candidates

Mexican-American students who
feel they are not represented by
the Mexican-American organizations on campus. The Committee
on Mexican-American Affairs represents only one philosophy," he
said.
"We plan to ask the Administration and the Committee to automatically give us the major proportion of votes, since we represent the majority," continued Rios.
J. Benton White, SJS ombudsman said, "At this point it is not
clear to anyone what each group
on campus represents. I have no
strong value judgment as to who
represents the most people.
"Hopefully, the two elements will
be working together for the best
interests of the total MexicanAmerican community."
The temporary president of the
new organization did not discount
the progress the more militant faction of Mexican-Americans have
made so far. "The progress is
great, but we are against their
way of obtaining goals," he said.
"This is not a move to divide the
’cause’ but to unite MexicanAmericans toward a better way of
life," said Rios.

Lind Exposes Man’s Folly,
Borovski Says in Review
"The only way to make man
aware of his folly is to expose it
crassly and Jakov Lind does this,"
said Dr. Conrad Borovski, assistant
professor of foreign languages,

Gottschalk New ASB V.P.;
Constitution Changes Added

10.1

ology and a retired U.S. Navy
Rear Admiral, proposed that the
"AFT support a student -called
suspension of classes April 26, on
behalf of peace in Vietnam, an
end to the draft, and to oppose
racial oppression."
Admiral True’s resolution urged
SJS President Robert D. Clark
"to respond favorably to the student’s call for a Day of Concern
on that date, for which instructors
may suspend classes."

Newsweek New Mexican -American Group
Releases Forms, Recruits on Campus
College Poll

KAM Sponsors
Photo Contest

one

By JEFF alULLINS
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Members of American Federation of Teachers (AFT) at SJS
yesterday passed resolutions calling for local support of a student initiated "suspension of classes"
and a statewide AFT vote on
"disaffiliation" from the AFL-CIO.
A third proposal, which would
establish education based facultystudent priority goals Ito be demanded of the State College Board
of Trustees at its April 24-25
meeting in Chico) was considered
for amendment.
A possible "strike" (student
and/or faculty) was hinted if the
Trustees failed to take prompt
action in meeting the demands.
Referring to another issue, Arnold E. True, professor of meteor-

limits of freedom will now go to
the Academic Council.
Council spent the major portion
of yesterday’s meeting discussing
the new ASB Constitution. A major change made is that the constitution, if passed by the voters
this year, will not become effective
until the 1969-70 officers are inaugurated. Elections of the 1969-70
officers will be held according to
the new constitution.
Originally, council had expressed
hopes of passing the constitution
this year, to be voted on in a special election before the May 1968
ASI3 election. This would enable
those running for offices this year
to be elected under procedures in
the’ new constitution.
Because two members I e ft.
breaking the quorum, council was
unable to complete discussion of
the constitution. Other members
appeared upset over this. Graduate Representative Jules Loventhal
called it, "A sterling example of
what has been happening all year."
A special council meeting will he
held April 15, the Monday after
sprine vacation, to discuss the
19614-lilt Nell"

yesterday in a faculty book talk
on Linda "Ergo."
Dr. Borovski told an audience
of more than 50 persons that many
German critics criticized Lind’s
stories as "horrible." But "they are
more humorous than horrible."
He characterized Lind not as a
conventional writer who writes
volumes on "one little idea," but
as a writer who "manages to work
a fantastic amount of ideas into
limited space."
Dr. Borovski said "what Is obscene to thinking people 6 not
dirty words or sexual things, but
war on the poor" and this is what
Lind is saying.
Lind also says that to make
things right "we must change the
basic structure and the basic
norm" said Dr. Borovski.
During his review Dr. Borovski
cited examples from "Ergo" or
Lind poking fun at philosophy,
literature, religion, God, and the
clash between artist and philosopher.
Dr. Borovski also said that Lind
is saying the bourgeois is dead
and does not, know it.
"It’s pathetic to ser people derli.
eating their life to titter nonsense: he said.

Last Issue
Today’s edition of the Spartan
Daily will be the last edition of
the paper until it resumes publication after the Easter vacation.
The next insue of the Spartan
Uudy will be Wednesday, April 17.

nation from the AFL-CIO because
of the union’s strong support of
President Johnson’s Vietnam war
policy.
GENERAL DISTASTE
"There is general distaste among
AFT members for U.S.’ foreign
policies and AFL-CIO’s support of
these policies," said Dr. Dickert.
Comments from the floor ranged
from accusations that the "AFLCIO is part and parcel of the military-industrial complex" and "unrepresentative of the desires and
philosophies of its affiliate members," to statements questioning
the local AFrs "legitimacy and
significance in challenging the national union."
Noted too, was the opinion there
were "political as well as professional reasons" for claiming independence; that the war wasn’t the
only motive."
"Disaffiliation will increase our
immediate effectiveness in dealing
with our enemies in Sacramento,"
said Dr. Dickert. He claimed the
motion to split from AFL-CIO
"must originate somewhere, why
not at SJS?"
STUDENT SUPPORT
Pointing to the need of student
support in successfully attaining
more than a dozen educationoriented goals Dr. E. E. Rutherford, Collective Bargaining Drive
Chairman, said, "I think we will
win student support since we are
struggling for a program that essentially meets their educational
needs."
"Student support is critical,"
according to Dr. Rutherford, an
associate professor of psychology.
"It is one of the all too few occasions when students and faculty
can legitimately work together for
goals which are intricately related."

I with Mrs. Johnson this week and
since the start of the war.
In a broadcast responding to said he was on his way to study
Johnson’s new peace talks offer of the peace situation.
Johnson said the Hanoi statelast Sunday in which the President
ordered a cutback in the U.S. ment indicated "there might be
bombing of North Vietnam, Hanoi some movement" in the search for
peace.
radio said:
Hanoi’s announcement marked a
"It is clear that the U.S. government has not correctly and fully shift away from North Vietnam’s
responded to the just demand of previous unwillingness to talk
the DRV North Vietnamese gov- while the bombing continued, tind
ernment, of U.S. Progressive opin- signified the possibility that talks
might begin while the war is still
going on.
At the same time, a Communist
readiness to enter into discussions
would not mean necessarily that
According to late Associated Hanoi’s peace conditions would be
Press dispatches, President John- agreeable to the United States,
son plans to fly to Hawaii today
The North Vietnamese statement
to meet with Vietnam-based of- showed no baekdown from previous
ficials, including General West- demands. It was recalled that
moreland. They hope to discuss much of the Korean war was
establishment of contact with fought while the two sides were at
North Vietnam leaders in an at- the conference table.
tempt to set up negotiation
Johnson promptly instructed
meetings.
(Continued on Page 3)
The official Hanoi daily newspaper, Nhan Dam, yesterday carried a story which %add North
Vietnam leaders hoped to send
representatives to the conference
table.
The article also said U.S.
bombing cutbacks Oi HI I fell short
of North Vietnam wishes.
Deadline for filing petitions for
Late San Francisco radio dis- candidacy will be Friday, April 19,
patches said the South Vietnam at 4 p.m. in cafeteria A & B, not
Assembly would reject any con- 3:30 p.m. as originally reported by
sideration of coalition govern- the Elections Board.
ment with North Vietnam. This
Petitions for ASH offices will be
body also indicated dissatisfac- available to all candidates begintion with U.S. bombing halts.
ning at 8 a.m, tomorrow in the
A joint statement of foreign College Union Building, according
minis te r s sympathetic with to ASS Elections Chairman
South Vietnam voiced fear the Noreen Futter.
U.S. was giving up the fight, and
Also on April 19, Immediately
said, "Any peace settlement following the petition filing deadmust guarantee security of free- line, an orientation meeting will
dom for South Vietnam."
be held for all candidates in Cafeteria A & B.
Miss Futter emphasizes that all
ion, and of world opinion.
candidates or their authorized
"However, on its part, the DRV delegate must be present during
government declares its readiness the roll call of the orientation
to send its representatives to make meeting. Failure to attend will recontact with U.S. representatives sult in forfeiture of the privilege
to decide with the U.S. side the un- of being included on the official
conditional cessation of bombing ballot
and all other acts against the DRV
Miss Futter reminds all candiso that talks could begin."
dates they will be responsible for
Johnson reviewed this new de- adhereing to the SJS Election
velopment with his top advisers at Code (Act 24), which will be avail.
a White House luncheon confer- able beginning April 15 in the- Colence.
lege Union.
En route to this meeting the
No candidate can purchase more
President dropped in on a gather- than 30 total inches of advertising
ing of foreign and domestic news- space in the Spartan Daily, acmen who are going to tour Texas cording to the ASB Election Code.

Late Bulletin

Elections
Correction

’Spring Fever Week’ Suggested
To Clean Up Cafeteria’s Image
By BARBARA MeKINNEY
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Two Journalism and Advertising
Department students have come up
with what may be the solution
for not only Mike Dolan, SJS cafoteria manager, but for all who eat
in the cafeteria.
John Poimiroo and Charles Betz
have figured out ways to brighten
the dull image on the SJS campus.
The dull image is the cafeteria,
which in the words of Mike Dolan,
" . . is a real mess."
Poimiroo and Betz, as part of a
publicity class project, are proposing that at the start of what they
call "Spring Fever Week," beginning May 6, all cafeteria tables be
decorated with brightly colored
carousels filled with ivy and all
employees wear gold and white
buttons saying, "Please Buss."
A bussing contest would be held
on May 8 for all fraternity members, and additional trash cans
would be painted bright colors to
attract the students.
"Our purpose is not to make
this thing a Mickey Mouse demonstration or protest," Poimiroo
said. "We’re just trying to reduce
the rubbish in the cafeteria and
form a campaign to do this effectively."
Poimirno and Betz have already
presented a program over KS.IS
about the proposed cafeteria cleanup, and they plan to present
others.
There will be a television program about the cleanup over
KNTV. Channel It, this morning
at 8:30.
The two are in the process of
working on an avant-garde tYPe
film which as Poimiroo said,
" . . . illustrates the present resemblance of the cafeteria t
garbage dumps, pig stys and other
repulsive places."
Poimiroo and Betz extensively
researched the problem of the
cafeteria mess iultl discovered the

cafeteria now spends $70 per day
for bussing dishes and a total of
45 combined man hours of work
to restore the area for the next
day.
They also found that the whole
problem started when the enrollment of SJS began to grow.
"Due to the ever-increasing
cramped size of the more transient
campus, there has been a general

misuse by most students who frequent the cafeteria," Poimiroo said.
The two taped some informal
interviews with students one day
while in the cafeteria, and got
reactions such as these:
"If I buss my own dishes, it’ll
put the other kids outta work."
"That’s the job of the cafeteria,
after all, we do pay to eat here."
"Well, I don’t even eat here."

BROOM -WIELDING
Charles Beti and kneeling John Poimiroo
are trying to make sweeping changes in the Spartan Cafeteria.
The two students of the Department of Journalism and Advertising, in conjunction with a publicity class project, are trying
to brighten up the "dull image on the SJS campus." "Spring
Fever Week," beginning May 6, wi;1 see decorated cafeteria
tables, painted trash cans, and gold and whits "Buss" buttons.
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WASHINGTON (API - Pcesident Johnson said yesterday "we
are very interested in" a North
Vietnamese peace move which apparently brings the two sides closer
to negotiations than at any time

AFT Near AFL-C10 Disaffiliation;
Backs ’Student Day of Concern’
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CAUSE WITHOUT a table? Modena Oliverio, John Patterson,
and Bill Hutchison munch ice cream cones while waiting for the
new information tables to be finished on Seventh Street. The
trio gave their views on draft resistance. The new tables will replace the folding tables which have been used in front of the
cafeteria.

By JEFF MULLINS
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Members of American Federation of Teachers (AFT) at SJS
yesterday passed resolutions calling for local support of a studentinitiated "suspension of classes"
and a statewide AFT vote on
"disaffiliation" from the AFL-CIO.
A third proposal, which would
establish education based facultystudent priority goals (to be demanded of the State College Board
of Trustees at its April 24-25
meeting in Chico) was considered
for amendment.
A possible "strike" (student
and/or faculty) was hinted if the
Trustees failed to take prompt
action in meeting the demands.
Referring to another issue, Arnold E. True, professor of meteor-

ology and a retired U.S. Navy
Rear Admiral, proposed that the
"AFT support a student -called
suspension of classes April 26, on
behalf of peace in Vietnam, an
end to the draft, and to oppose
racial oppression."
Admiral ’True’s resolution urged
SJS President Robert D. Clark
"to respond favorably to the student’s call for a Day of Concern
on that date, for which instructors
may suspend classes."
AFL-CIO ISSUE
A motion by Dr. Paul Dickert,
assistant professor of geology,
calling for a statewide "AFT
referendum to disaffiliate from the
AFL-CIO" also drew considerable
discussion from the 100 educators
attending the meeting.
Dr. Dickert sought AFT resig-

Newsweek New Mexican -American Group
Releases Forms, Recruits on Campus
College Poll
"Help Stamp Out Myths About
College Students" was the title of
a questionnaire circulated on this
campus last fall.
’Newsweek" magazine was conducting a poll to try and determine
the "real" attitudes of college students regarding political issues.
The results of this poll have just
been published in the "Newsweek
College Newsletter How to Plan
Your Career."
It is difficult to determine how
much these attitudes may have
changed in the last few months,
but in the fall of 1967 college
students replied like this:
1. Have you ever joined in a
demonstration or a protest march
. . . written a protest letter . . .
signed a petition?
Demonstration, March
28% -Yes
1%-?
71% -No
Protest Letter
27% -Yes
71 % -No
2%-?
Petition
66 % -Yes
4%-?
30% -No
If "yes" .. . for what causes?
Demonstration, March
Int’l % Campus
(7r
% Vietnam Problems Issues
27
25
48
Protest Letter
% Nt’l, Int’l % Campus
% Vietnam Problems Issues
31
16
53
Petition
% NIl, Int’l % Campus
5 Vietnam Problems Issues
55
16
29
2. Suppose you were in charge of
everything. What would you do to
end the war in Vietnam?
Answer Grouping
Escalate for military victory .. 34
U.S. should unilaterally stop
17
the bombing and withdraw
U.S. should stop bombing and
call a cease-fire to start
8
negotiations
- hut if our call for negotiations is refused, we
should escalate the war ....
6
5
Recognize the NI..F
Continue present policies
6
Appeal to UN, Geneva Con5
ference, others
2
Negotiate now
17
Other or No Answer
3. Which do you prefer: present
volunteer
lottery:
system;
draft
army only; universal service;
other?
32% of both male and female respondents prefer the present draft
system. 5’; favor a lottery, while
37% would rather have a volunteer
arms’. 17% favor a universal service; Tr: other alternatives and 2%
"no answer."
4. What do Nem think of someone who refuses to serve in the
Armed Forces?
44% disapprove of someone who
rejects his military obligation, but
37% accept his position if he is
"sincere." 16% say Its his own personal decision -- they wouldn’t
PAM judgment on him. 3% didn’t
1113We r this question.

In an effort to gain benefits
for the Mexican-American community in a political rather than
militant manner, Greg Rios, 24 year-old pre-law major has announced the formation of Students
for the Advancement of MexicanAmericans (SAMA).
The group, which will hold an
open membership meeting Friday
at 4 p.m. in E132, will represent
what Rios says is the "majority" of

KAM Sponsors
Photo Contest
An All -Campus Photo Contest,
sponsored by Kappa Alpha Mu.
professional photo-journalism society, will begin after Easter vacation, according to Doug Menard,
contest chairman.
Menard said there will be categories for best black and white
and best color. There will also be
a category for the best all-show
picture. Ribbons, placques and cash
certificates will be given to the
winners.
There is an entrance fee of $1
with a $3 maximum. An unlimited
number of prints may be submitted if the entrant pays $3.
Menard said.
Photos must have been taken
between May 17, 1967 and the
deadline time which is Friday,
May 17 at 5 p.m.
Entry blanks, outlining the categories and the rules, will be
available in JC112 after Easter.

Mexican - American students on
campus and help put forth a plan
for betterment of the MexicanAmerican community.
The plan includes the promotion
of vocational and professional education for those who want it, and
informing the community of services such as welfare and legal aid.
"It is a matter of lack of understanding," said Rios, in discussing
the community problem. "SAMA
will try to instill a sense of pride
and identity in the culture," he
said.
One of the main goals of the organization, according to Rios, is to
encourage the Mexican-American
community to participate in civic
affairs and organize into an effective voting machine.
This could possibly result one
day in a qualified Mexican-American mayor or city councilman for
San Jose.
The group hopes to raise enough
money to finance a $109 scholarship for a SJS and San Jose City
College student.
"The reason for the organization," said Rios "is due to the dissatisfaction of the majority of

Mexican-American students who
feel they are not represented by
the Mexican-American organizations on campus. The Committee
on Mexican-American Affairs represents only one philosophy," he
said.
"We plan to ask the Administration and the Committee to automatically give us the major proportion of votes, since we represent the majority," continued Rios.
J. Benton White, SJS ombudsman said, "At this point it is not
clear to anyone what each group
on campus represents. I have no
strong value judgment as to who
represents the most people.
"Hopefully, the two elements will
be working together for the best
interests of the total MexicanAmerican community."
The temporary president of the
new organization did not discount
the progress the more militant faction of Mexican-Americans have
made so far. "The progress is
great, but we are against their
way of obtaining goals," he said.
"This is not a move to divide the
’cause’ but to unite MexicanAmericans toward a better way of
life," said Rios.

nation from the AFL-CIO because
of the union’s strong support of
President Johnson’s Vietnam war
policy.
GENERAL DISTASTE
"There is general distaste among
AFT members for U.S.’ foreign
policies and AFL-CIO’s support of
these policies," said Dr. Dickert.
Comments from the floor ranged
from accusations that the "AFLCIO is part and parcel of the military-industrial complex" and "unrepresentative of the desires and
philosophies of its affiliate members," to statements questioning
the local AFT’s "legitimacy and
significance in challenging the national union."
Noted too, was the opinion there
were "political as well as professional reasons" for claiming independence; that the war wasn’t the
only motive."
"Disaffiliation will increase our
immediate effectiveness in dealing
with our enemies in Sacramento,"
said Dr. Dickert. He claimed the
motion to split from AFL-CIO
"must originate somewhere, why
not at SJS?"
STUDENT SUPPORT
Pointing to the need of student
support in successfully attaining
more than a dozen educationoriented goals Dr. E. E. Rutherford, Collective Bargaining Drive
Chairman, said, "I think we will
win student support since we are
struggling for a program that essentially meets their educational
needs."
"Student support is critical,"
according to Dr. Rutherford, an
associate professor of psychology.
"It is one of the all too few occasions when students and faculty
can legitimately work together for
goals which are intricately related."

Late Bulletin
According to late Associated
Press dispatches, President Johnson plans to fly to Hawaii today
to meet with Vietnam-based officials, including General Westmoreland. They hope to discuss
establishment of contact with
North Vietnam leaders in an attempt to set up negotiation
meetings.
The official Hanoi daily newspaper, Shan Dam, yesterday carried a story which said North
Vietnam leaders hoped to send
representatives to the conference
table.
The article also said U.S.
bombing cutbacks still fell short
of North Vietnam wishes.
Late San Francisco radio dispatches said the South Vietnam
Assembly would reject any consideration of coalition government with North Vietnam. This
body also indicated dissatisfaction with U.S. bombing halts.
A joint statement of foreign
min inters sympathetic with
South Vietnam voiced fear the
U.S. was giving up the fight, and
said, "Any peace settlement
must guarantee security of freedom for South Vietnam."
ion, and of world opinion.
"However, on its part, the DRV
government declares its readiness
to send its representatives to make
contact with U.S. representatives
to decide with the U.S. side the unconditional cessation of bombing
and all other acts against the DRV
so that talks could begin."
Johnson reviewed this new development with his top advisers at
a White House luncheon conference.
En route to this meeting the
President dropped in on a gathering of foreign and domestic newsmen who are going to tour Texas

with Mrs. Johnson this week and
said he was on his way to study
the peace situation.
Johnson said the Hanoi statement indicated "there might be
some movement" in the search for
peace.
Hanoi’s announcement marked a
shift away from North Vietnam’s
previous unwillingness to talk
while the bombing continued, and
signified the possibility that talks
might begin while the war is still
going on.
At the same time, a Communist
readiness to enter into discussions
would not mean necessarily that
Hanoi’s peace conditions would be
agreeable to the United States.
The North Vietnamese statement
showed no backdown from previous
demands. It was recalled that
much of the Korean war was
fought while the two sides were at
the conference table.
Johnson promptly instructed
(Continued on Page 13)

Elections
Correction
Deadline for filing petitions for
candidacy will be Friday, April 19,
at 4 p.m. in cafeteria A & B, not
3:30 p.m. as originally reported by
the Elections Board.
Petitions for ASB offices will be
available to all candidates beginning at 8 a.m, tomorrow in the
College Union Building, according
to ASB Elections Chairman
Noreen Futter.
Also on April 19, immediately
following the petition filing deadline, an orientation meeting will
be held for all candidates in Cafeteria A & B.
Miss Futter emphasizes that all
candidates or their authorized
delegate must be present during
the roll call of the orientation
meeting. Failure to attend will result in forfeiture of the privilege
of being included on the official
ballot.
Miss Futter reminds all candidates they will be responsible for
adhereing to the SJS Election
Code (Act 24), which will be available beginning April 15 in the College Union.
No candidate can purchase more
than 30 total inches of advertising
space in the Spartan Daily, according to the ASB Election Code.

’Spring Fever Week’ Suggested
To Clean Up Cafeteria’s Image

By BARBARA McliINNEY
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Two Journalism and Advertising
Department students have come up
with what may be the solution
for not only Mike Dolan, SJS cafeteria manager, but for all who eat
in the cafeteria.
John Poimiroo and Charles Betz
have figured out ways to brighten
"The only way to make man yesterday in a faculty book talk the dull Image on the SJS campus.
The dull image is the cafeteria,
aware of his folly is to expose it on Lind’s "Ergo."
crassly and Jakov Lind does this,"
Dr. Borovski told an audience which in the words of Mike Dolan,
said Dr. Conrad Borovski, assistant of more than 50 persons that many " . . . is a real mess."
Poimiroo and Betz, as part of a
professor of foreign languages, German critics criticized Lind’s
stories as "horrible." But "they are publicity class project, are proposing that at the start of what they
more humorous than horrible."
He characterized Lind not as a call "Spring Fever Week," beginconventional writer who writes ning May 6, all cafeteria tables be
volumes on "one little Idea," but decorated with brightly colored
as a writer who "manages to work carousels filled with ivy and all
a fantastic amount of ideas into employees wear gold and white
buttons saying. "Please Buss."
limits of freedom will now go to limited space."
A bussing contest would be held
the Academic Council.
Dr. Borovski said "what Is obCouncil spent the major portion scene to thinking people is not on May 8 for all fraternity memof yesterday’s meeting discussing dirty words or sexual things, but bers, and additional trash cans
the new ASH Constitution. A ma- war on the prior" and this is what would he painted bright colors to
attract the students.
jor change made is that the con- Lind is saying.
"Our purpose is not to make
stitution, if passed by the voters
Lind also says that to make
this thing a Mickey Mouse demthis year, will not become effective
things right "we must change the
onstration or protest," Poimiroo
until the 1969-70 officers are inbasic structure and the basic
said. "We’re just trying to reduce
augurated. Elections of the 1969-70
norm" said Dr. Borovski.
the rubbish in the cafeteria and
officers will be held according to
During his review Dr. Borovski
form a campaign to do this efthe new constitution.
cited examples from "Ergo" or
Originally, council had expressed Lind poking fun at philosophy, fort ively."
Poimiroo and Betz have already
hopes of passing the constitution literature, religion, God, and the
this year, to he voted on in a spe- clash between artist and philoso- presented a program over KSJS
about the proposed cafeteria cleancial election before the May 1968 pher.
up, and they plan to present
ASH election. This would enable
Dr. Borovski also said that I.ind others.
those running for offices this year
is saying the bourgeois is dead
There will he a television proto be elected under procedures in
and does not know it.
gram about the Hen num over
the new constitution.
"It’s pathetic to see people dediKNTV. Channel 11, this morning
Because two members left,
cating their life to utter nonat R:30.
tweaking the quorum, council was
sense: he said.
The two are in the process of
unable to complete discussion of
working on an avant-garde type
the constitution. Other members
film which as Poimiroo said,
appeared upset over this. Graduate Representative Jules Loventhal
" . . . illustrates the present recalled it, "A sterling example of
Today’s edition of the Spartan semblance of the cafeteria to
what has been happening all year." Daily will be the last edition of garbage dumps, pig stys and other
A special council meeting will he the paper until it resumes publica- repulsive places."
Poimiroo and Betz extensively
held April 15, the Monday after tion after the Easter vacation.
.pring vacation, to discuss the
The next Issue of the Spartan i researched the problem of the
budget.
11.41.1,4
cafeteria
will
mess and cllscovemil the
be Wedricaday. April .17.
19(18-69

Lind Exposes Man’s Folly,
Borovski Says in Review

since the start of the war.
In a broadcast responding to
Johnson’s new peace talks offer of
last Sunday in which the President
ordered a cutback in the U.S.
bombing of North Vietnam, Hanoi
radio said:
"It is clear that the U.S. government has not correctly and fully
responded to the just demand of
the DRV North Vietnamese government, of U.S. Progressive opin-

cafeteria now spends $70 per day
for bussing dishes and a total of
45 combined man hours of work
to restore the area for the next
day.
They also found that the whole
problem started when the enrollment of SJS began to grow.
"Due to the ever-increasing
cramped size of the more transient
campus, there has been a general

misuse by most students who frequent the cafeteria," Poimiroo said.
The two taped some informal
interviews with students one day
while in the cafeteria, and got
reactions such as these:
"If I buss my own dishes, it’ll
put the other kids outta work."
"That’s the job of the cafeteria,
after all, we do pay to eat here."
"Well, I don’t even eat here."

Gottschalk New ASB V.P.;
Constitution Changes Added
Student Council yesterday approved ASB President Vic Lee’s
appointment of Bob Gottschalk,
senior representative, to succeed
Bill Clark as ASB vice president.
Lee said Gottschalk had the best
vote tabulation of the "blue ribbon
committee" which rated the applicants.
Gottschalk, 23: has been acting
chairman of council this semester
in the absence of a vice president.
He said, "In the few remaining
weeks, I hope I can accomplish
something more constructive than
we have to date."
In other action President Clark’s
Interim Statement on Student
Rights and Responsibilities was
passed unanimously yesterday by
council. The statement which defines the student’s freedom and

Queen Candidates
Coeds interested in becoming
International Queen have until
Wednesday, April 17, to submit application forms to the Student Activities Office (ADM174) or Forvigil Studenta Unice t ADM2010-

Last Issue

BROOM -WIELDING
Charles Bet: and kneeling John Poimiroo
are frying to make sweeping changes in the Spartan Cafetetia.
The two students of the Department of Journalism and Advertising, in conjunction with a publicity class project, are trying
to brighten up the "dull image on the SJS campus." "Spring
Fever Week," beginning May 6, will see decorated cafeteria
tables, painted trash cans, and gold and whits "Buss" buttons.
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(*Satire, Muckraking & Other Graffiti)
By JEFF MULLINS

A newspaper can illuminate many paths. It is up to the traveler to deride
which route, if any, he decides to take.

Editor

Wynn Cook --

My good friend Phil Whitten, an S.P;
grad now studying at Harvard, sends a
clipping from a recent issue of the New
York Times:

Advertising Mgr.

Alan Koch

UM.

Staf I Comment

ONLY IN AMERICA
The clipping tells of 17 students and
two faculty members of Columbia University who were arrested and charged
with criminal trespassing on premises of
the Dow Chemical Company.
The group had gone to Dow Headquarters at Rockefeller Plaza to seek to recruit employees of the chemical company
to join the Vietnam anti-war movement.
The students wished to pass out antiwar leaflets on the company grounds; the
officials, however, denied them permission,
asked them to leave and when refused,
called police who arrested most of the
group.
The unpassed leaflets said that despite
student opposition, "Dow continued to
send recruiters to college campuses."

Election Year Move?
Many are heralding the peave moves
by N1 ashington and Hanoi as the most
significant steps totsartl a negotiated
settlement of the Viet Nam conflict
,itwe its begit lll i l tg.
lllll ments come across to
These
most of us like they sound . . empty
aml meaningless. We’e heard them
before.
’1 hat is significant about the latest

"peace talk" is its timing. Regardless
of President Johnson’s future plans.
w ha let er they turn out to be, he has
waited until a presidential election
year to take this dramatic reversal in
his iet inn policy.
Nlany has e predicted pressure for
negidiatiiin would begin earnestly in
P)68. In fact. most of these commentators predict the Viet Nam war will
end before America elects its next
president.
It is tragic the two immense countries of China and the U.S. lone sat
by while tiny \ let Nani has been torn
to shreds. The country’s %ery culture
and heritage has been shattered because two great nations couldn’t
agree on their ideologies and politics.

The insid’ous political ()%ertones of
the Viet Nam conflict have become
more ob%
s than ever this April of
election year 1968.
Hopefully. Hanoi has learned, as
the 1 .S. filially seems to realize, that
part of something is better than all
of nothing.
The timing is had. but at least the
limos e has been made. We must wish
Washington well in its peace efforts.
Anil we must pray our political
system hasn’t become so immoral it
takes an election year to end a war.

Thrust and Parry

SJS’ Dorms and Seven Sacred Pools
An Economy Measure
On San Fernando Street?
Editor:
Too often, acts of thoughtful kindness go unnoticed by the people who benefit from them,
So I thought I would take the liberty of speaking for my faculty colleagues and the students

The Cross-Eyed Rabbit*
(*Campus Crusader for Truth, Justice and Carrot Soup)

It .coous that the presence of academic
freedom-fightor Jules Loven I la a I has
created a few sour notes within the liar11101111)11. hal kiii the Music Department.
That is. unbelievable as it may seem,
the students apparently don’t want control over their own affairs unless the faculty OK’s it.
Poor Jules, he just couldn’t comprehend
%hat the newly formed student iiiii sic
committee tolol loins last Tuesday.
After all, when a student power advocate, empowered by whatever status Student Council offers, gives his all in the
name of student freedom, he expects
support.
But instead of red, white and blue banners. he was politely asked to shut up so
that ihe new student committee could get
down to business and write its constitution. And they insisted on faculty assistance.
Most of this faith in the faculty, however, is the fact that Professor Dwight
Cannon is one of those unique faculty
advisers who blesids in with his students
instead of sticking out like a sore thumb.
But monetary control, which is essentially AA hat this thing started over, is something that the students on that committee
don’t want yet
even though I Wienthal
offered it to them on a silver platter.
They told him they just aren’t organized enough yet.
But I guess that’s what happens when
a tome.deaf activist st bles into a nice
quiet symphony.
Maybe that’s a hint to Student Council
to have the budget prioress along this year.
I guess that’s what happens when you try
to stalk 011 water!
*
*
*
For your reading enjoyment. consider
this quotation by Herman Goering, a
German "war criminal" tried after World
War 11:
"Why of course the people don’t
want war. Why should some poor slob
on a farm want to risk his life in a war
when the best that he can get out of it
is to come hack to his lona in one
piece? Naturally the common people
don’t want war . . . but after all, it is
the leaders of a c
try who determine
the policy, and it is always simple to
drag the people along, whether it is a
democracy, a fascist dictatorship, or a
parliament, or a communist dictatorship. Voice or no voice, the people can

" ... and if elected, I will not serve!"

- W. C.

always be brought to the bidding of the
leader.. That is easy. All you have to
do is to tell them they are being attacked. and dem iiiiii
the pacifists for
lack of patriotism and exposing the
country to danger. It works the same in
every country."
If you liked it, tell your parents, Maybe
they’ll read it at their next church social.
--Jim Brewer

concerning the landscaping now in progress
along San Fernando Street, north of the Engineering and Industrial Arts buildings. We
deeply appreciate having this replica of the
Seven Sacred Pools of Mauai so close, especially in this year of retrenchment and
economy.
Or, could this be simply an economy measure itself? Converted into a moat, it might
prevent both faculty and students from coming
onto campus, thus significantly reducing salary
and maintenance bills. Allowed to continue like
this, this fetid fen might even start breeding
malarial mosquitoes, killing everybody off in
that way. Or, think of the opportunity to breed
crocodiles in this bottomless bog they could
eat us all up. And, a large number of water
moccasins and copperhead.s might help out the
whole problem of urban congestion.
At any rate, we appreciate what the various
planning commissions are doing for us.
Warren W. Wood, Assoc. Prof., Engineering

An Argument Against
The Required Dorm Fee
Editor:
As a resident of Washburn Hall, I favorably

support Carolyn Bushnell’s pleas against Paying the dorm’s semesterly activity fee.
Nowhere in the dorm contract does it state
that the resident must pay an activity fee.
Many time girls arrive without any knowledge
of the fee and are forced to pay it before they
can move into their rooms. If they do move in
and do not pay the fee, they are subject to
appear before the dorm’s judicial board.
It is an imposition on the personal rights of
the indivduals living there to pay this fee. It is
used to finance the newspaper and magazine
subscriptions for the dorm, certain recreational events such as dances and parties, and
the semester formal dance. It should be significant to point out that very few of the 200
girls living there participate in the activities.
First and foremost, the dormitory is a place
of residence. Many students living there are in
college to study and do not wish to take on
activities other than their studying. They
should not be forced to participate or support
financially the activities for others.
It is fine to have dormitory government for
those who wish to participate, but they should
not be allowed to force the dissenters to join
their activities.
.1711.11113
Nancy Newcomb, AllASS

Guest Room

’Student Government Is Moving Now’
To all you members of the "Let’s Knock
Student Council" Club here on campus,
all I can say is that y MI people are criticizing 41 StIIIIVIA COUlleil that, in essence,
no longer exists. Only nine of the original
211 elected representatives are still on Student Council. while the rest of us have
been appointed. induding five within the
loot month. Now I can’t really speak for
the others, but as for muis self, I’m getting

fed up with the Council that "is" being
blamed for the problems that involved
only the Council that "was." "Dedicated"
is the word that best describes Student
Council now, and we are getting things
done. For instance, during the second Dow
demonstration, we directed Student Body
President Vic Lee to call the president of
Dow and request that, he suspend recruit.
mem on our campus in lieu of possible

Hung in F.E.G.
By BILL GALSTAN
Now that the North Vietnamese no
longer have bombs falling on their major
ports and cities, they have started a three.
pronged attack against the western coast
of thi United States. This gives weight to
the warnings that the North Vietnamese
must be stopped in Southeast Asia or we
will be fighting them in Pacifica or Half
Moon Bay.
A fleet of :324 Viet Cong sampans have
been carrying out daily terrorist attacks
on San Francisco salmon partyboats. So
far, the North A’ietnamese have been content merely to steal salmon and help them.
selves to the fishermen’s bier.
But tlito skippers are planning revenge,
and are setting up slingshots. They will
fire their heavy bad sinkers against the
intruding sampans in an effort to sink
them. Other plans are being made to pour
hot molten lead on the enemy from the
Golden Gate Bridge. should they advance
that far.

Meanwhile, other enemy naval forces
are attempting to gain a major propaganda victory. Seven thousand North Vietnamese junks have sailed into Long Beach
Harbor and tied up to the Queen Mary.
They plan to tow the liner hack to Halph g and indict as war criminals the
conventioneers aboard her. The sampans
are now waiting for a favorable tide and
a heck of a good wind.
But the nmst serious threat to our
Golden State by these foreign troops is a
company of airborne Viet Cong marines.
Launching 52 passenger balloons from
their North Korean converted balloon.
carrier, tlw San Pablo Maru, the tough
enemy troops are now floating toward
Sacramento, where they plan to take over
the state government. They also will stop
there to replenish their aircraft, as they
have heard that a lot of hot air is formed
in the city.
tomorrow the
Partyboats today
world?

violence. We also passed a resolution, to
be read to the president of Dow, stating
that although generally in favor of an
open campus policy, we feel bound by an
even higher moral obligation to protect
the health and welfare of our student body
whenever it is endangered, as would very
possibly be the case if the Dow recruiters
came on campus. Thus, we tried to make
our influence felt at the source. Our attempt failed, however, for both the president and vice-president of Dow were out
of the country at the time (now that’s
what is known as timing) and were "unreachable," according to their secretary.
And here is something else not reported
by the Spartan Daily. The intent behind
Student Council’s numerous revisions of
the Bill on Student Rights and Responsibilities. We worked a good many hours
on this document, often neglecting other
Council business completely, because we,
as students, felt that it should be a statement of just what the students feel their
rights and responsibilities are
and not
what the administration or anybody else
thinks they are. We have finally finished
"stating our case," and we implore all Into
dents to watch with interest to what hap.
pens to our version of the Bill. Maybe
then you will see what we are trying to
do, and the way things are ... at present.
However, so much for things that I felt
needed to be cleared ifp. This leaves me
with just one more thing to say. Student
Council is moving now, and if you don’t
believe me, just come to the Student Union
on any Wednesday afternoon at 2:45 and
see for yourself.
ASB Soph. Rep.
John Merz, A14553

DOWN’S JELLY BOMB
This, of course, reminds us of a similar
incident that happened in our own backyard when DOWN (Dear Old Wonderful
Napalm) Chemical Company was recruiting on campus, causing six San Jose students to march on DOWN Headquarters
located in the heart of St. James Park to
recruit anti-war personnel.
DOWN president, Mr. Jelly Bomb,
greeted the students at the Headquarters
gates (locked).
"Mr. Bomb," said anti-war recruiter
Dave Left-turn-now "Since you’re company
ix presently recruiting on our campus,
would you mind if we recruited on your
premises? The anti-war movement has
been slow of late what with most of
our troops going to Vietnam or Canada
and we need some recruits."
Mr. Jelly Bomb chuckled I a paternal.
istic, middle-aged, soft-bellied chuckle that
sounded like a cross between Bozo-theClown and Flipper.)
"You know darn well you can’t come
in here and recruit. We don’t want you!"
"But sir," argued Left-turn-now, "Until
you remove your recruiters from our area,
we demand that DOWN provide us with
facilities for holding indiidual and group
discussions among employees, just like at
our factory ... er, I mean ... campus."
"H -m-m-m," said Mr. Bomb. "You’ve got
a point there son, but it can’t be done."
"Do you believe in the freedom of
speech and the right to open recruiting?"
asked Left-turn-now?
Mr. Bomb stiffened, as if to salute an
unseen flag. "Naturally," he said.
"But you refuse to allow us to recruit,
even if we promise to cooperate. All we
want to do is stand around the lobby during coffee break and urge DOWN employees to sever their connections with the
company due to its aid in the prosecution
of an immoral war."
Mr. Bomb laughed, "You people talk
as if you were born with the freedom of
speech and the right to open recruiting."
He waved goodbye and went back to work
(recruiting and hiring ex-Army Generals,
etc., etc.)
HOME OF THE FREE
So, it just goes to prove to all you
doubters that America really is all its
cracked up to he ... the land of the free,
the home of the brave, and a symbol of
the double standard . . . (i.e.) "What’s
good for me, ain’t necessarily good for
you, buster!"
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Sergio Mendes, Brasil ’66 Rehearse
JIS

Sergio Men REHEARSAL
des and Brasil ’66 recently
gave a one-night performance,
displaying to the SJS audience
their unique "south -of-the -border’ music known as Latino c k. The ultra - disciplined
troupe, led by Mendes, is representative of music which is a
blend of bossa nova rhythms,
Portuguese and English lyrics
and jazz flavored arrangements. Brasil ’66 was introduced
to the American limelight on
the concert tour of Herb Alpert and the Tijuana Brass.
Since that time, Brasil ’66 has
had its own American tours and
has proved to audiences across
the nation its outstanding musical ability.
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The International Students’ Organization will sponsor a Pancake
Breakfast Saturday morning at 10
in the First Christian Church, 80
S. Fifth St.
Free to ISC and ISO members,
non-members will be charged 50
cents for the homemade meal.
Reservations may be made in
ADM201 or by calling 297-8977,

CHICKEN DINNER

SILVA SERVICE

Late for Class?

295-8968

We’ll Park It for You!

LBJ in Hawaii
To Meet Officials

BREAKFAST SPECIAL
You get crispy bacon, juicy sausage, or savory
ham, with two country fresh eggs, golden hash
browns, toast smothered with butter, and piping hot coffee.

All of this for only

99c

(All the coffee you can drink for 10/)

agattfe WINZIT
505 E. Santa Clara
OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY

SAN FRANCISCO -LONDON
SEPTEMBER I 1
$ I

35

ONE
WAY

SAN FRANCISCO.
NEW YORK
JUNE 15

$85

Open to students, facult
and their families

HENRY’S HAMBURGERS
()pie

Is the glass

half empty or
half full:

WAY

For Reservation
& Information

/0/4 -Y/res/

EASY WAY!

$360

79
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An Economic Study Tour of Europe

CHARTER
FLIGHTS

3 pieces of succulent
chicken with french
fries and tasty sauce.

We give and redeem
EZ Cash trading stamps

Cell Your Travel Agent
or AIR CALIFORNIA
ORANGE COUNTY SAN FRANCISCO
(714) 5404550 (415) 433-2660
SAN JOSE
OAKLAND
(4N) 240-71370 1415) e40.1ee0

AWARD WINNER
SJS junior Gary Pergl has reAIR
ceived a $400 scholarship from the
CALIFORNIA
Minneapolis Star-Tribune. Pergl
was selected over other SJS journalism majors on the basis of
scholarship and high GPA. Pergl
is one of 55 scholarship winners
The study says that barriers to nationally.
culturally deprived students "are
not only economic, but also geographic, motivational and academic, and that further study is
will he conducted this slimmer by a professor of international relanecessary to develop a truly eftions anti a professor of economics from the graduate school of a
fective program to open up opporwell-known university. A twu.week course in contemporary European
problems (in English) at the SOT1101111e sill lie supplemented by
tunities for higher education for
seminars in economic and political problems of Western and Eastern
all students."
Europe led by eminent scholars and statesmen ’such as Ludwig
Erhard, former Economics Minister: Prof. Joint jr%11ces of Oxford:
Enouch Powell, MP; Archduke Otto soli Hapsburg: Jacques Rtieff,
former Economies Minister, France I in 10 countries. Social artisi.
ties with European students will be included in this non-regimented
tour. For more information write, Dept. 104, A. PS. E. 33 Chalfont
Road, Oxford, England.

Communications
Committee Formed

When you have your car serviced at Silva’s,
expert journeymen mechanics clean, adjust, and
replace all necessary components. Your car runs
better, drives easier, and perform., like the
day you bought it.

Expertly serving SJS
students for 35 yrs.

uNk WAY FAR PLUS TAX
BETWEEN
OAKLAND
SAN FRANCISCO
SAN JOSE AND THE
ORANGE., COUNTY /
DISNEYLAND AREA

(Continued from Page 1)
Nicholas xatzenbach, who is acting
secretary of state in the absence
in New Zealand of Dean Rusk, and
Secretary of Defense Clark M.
Clifford to look into the matter.
Both roving ambassador W.
Averell Harriman and Llewellyn
E. Thompson, U.S. ambassador to
Moscow, were in Washington ready
for any instructions on meeting
with North Vietnamese envoys.
Johnson named these two in his
Students interested in coordinat- Sunday speech as special represening the over 50 courses at SJS tatives for possible peace dealings.
dealing direcUy with the communications process have formed an
ad hoc Interdepartment InteracEUROPEAN -JET
tion Committee.
The group and those persons interested in the interdepartmental
effort will be addressed today by
Dr. S. P. R. Charter in CH149 at
12:30 p.m. Charter is a nationally
known author, lecturer and editor
SAN FRANCISCO -LONDON
for the "Man on Earth Journal."
JUNE 12
Earl Nielsen, senior speech major and chairman of the commitLONDON -SAN FRANCISCO
tee, said the project is being aimed
SEPTEMBER 12
at the faculty, "because they are
the ones in the position to do
ROUND
TRIP
something about this coordination
of department efforts."

Southern 3rieci

BLOOD IS NEEDED
Mon. thru Fri. 7 a... 3 P:rn
40 Bassett St.
294-6535
San Jose

($14_8)

high rate of attrition among California’s students, especially during
the freshman and sophomore years,
and the dropout rate appears to be
getting worse," the report warns.
Committee members also said
that although funds for higher
education have risen 271 per cent
since 1957-58 -- to the present
expenditure of $682 million the
budget is expected to rise to $1.2
billion by 1972.
Students from urban ghetto
areas still have difficulty enrolling in colleges, the report concluded. Although two-thirds of all
high school graduates go on to
college, there is still a 25 per cent
high school drop-out rate, a rate
which increases to 60 per cent in
the economically and culturally
disadvantaged areas.

That time of the year is here again. Timn
for nice weather, and time to get your car
ready for Spring.

Don’t wait another day! A bad running car
will ruin the best of days. Prepare for Spring
with a tune-up at Silva Service.

28 S. 4th St.

Breakfast Plans

DO THIS NOW!

EASY MONEY

Sacramento Committee Says
Combine the College Systems
It may be necessary to abolish
the three separate levels of higher
education in California and start
instead a single system for the
university, state colleges and junior colleges.
This is the conclusion reached in
a report prepared by the legislature’s Joint Committee on Higher
Education, chaired by Assembly
Speaker Jesse Unruh.
The report says that at present
the university, state and junior
colleges all compete with one another for money, faculty, students
and facilities. Members of the
committee, which includes Sen. Alfred Alquist (D-San Jose), suggest
that a single system be set up on
a regional basis with "close planning and operating relationships"
among the three levels of education.
Committee members also suggested an amendment to California’s cumber some constitution,
which now forbids direct appropriation of public funds for private
colleges and universities.
The committee also investigated
trends in enrollment. It found that
while enrollment is increasing,
failures are increasing at a disproportional rate. "There is a very

OVER 21?
NEED $5

Professor Mage
P. 0. Box b2.111
San Juice. Calif. ’15150
Phone 204.787
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Judokas Strive for NCAA1
:
.
..ku ant both decoach l’ustilasta’s Spartan
’ \ A citimpions. Another
judokas will try r’c their seventh , fendo..
consecutive NCAA Championship !one ut the Spartan’s four NCAA
Saturday when they travel to Colo- titlists from lalit year, Bill Gouin,
,
will be unable to make the trip.
tddo State University.
The remainder of the Spartan’s
Competing for the Spartans will
be Mickey Suzuki 11391, Gary squad not making the trip will!
Martin 11541, Luis Gonzales 11651, probably compete in the National
John Kimura (176,, Doug Graham AAU (’hampionships, May 3-4 at
.205, and Masa Nako ,Hvy, nt.i S;u-rantento.
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Open every day, 10 to 6

SPARTANA ha
Sunday, April 7, 1968
9:45 a.m. Morning Seminar
"Miracle of Multiplication’
5:45 p.m. Evening Forum
Slides and lecture on East Berlin by Paul Graves
9:00 p.m.
Sing at 2295 Mozzagalia Street, San Jose

NW US:TIE

leacatant,

SIZZLING SPRINTER
Spartan 100 and 220 star Ronnie Ray
Smith moves tow3rd the tape in SJS’ meet with Occidental and
Stanford. Smith has run a 9.4 and a 20.5 and runs a leg in the
440 relay team.

front

grall4

Steak

545 S. 2nd St.
Free
Parking

Baseballers Nip USF;
Battle Gaels Friday
sobczalt , srd-tan, ing 12 of the last 14 batters he
will t
shove faced, the Spartans tied the game
!
’.\ .\ C record above _500 for’ in the ninth on Al Taylor’s walk,
!one this season tomorrow Mike Hazelhoffer’s sacrifice, Nate
meet the St. Mary’s Vincent’s single, and an infield out
! t 3 p.m. game at Mwsi- by Mans Pantels.
ca,,1 - Oum.
After Fike had set the Dons
In
.1crday’s win over USF, the down one-two-three in the tenth.
Spat-tans spotted the visitors three the Spartans started with a walk
runs in the first inning.
to Kinzel, given up by loser Mike
However, the Spartans bounced Dunne. Charlie Nave then singled.
back with two runs in the third on
Kinzel then sped to third on an
Tom Corder’s single and Don Kin - attempted pick-off play that backzeta home run 11.1 over the score- fired. where he scored on a single
board in left -center.
by Fred Luke to wrap up the
Tbon. \ado .1 A
1,0
tame.
r

GIR-ODINS

ON TARGET?
You will be if you eat at
Manny’s Cellar
Mouth-watering meat sauce
smothering spaghetti and
tender, tasty meat balls
Manny never misses
to please your taste

litantly;:s Cellar
175 W. St. John

Compete in Tempe,
Two Invitation&
In Single Week
Spartan thinclarls look forward
to a busy Easter Vacation, facing
opponents in Tempe, Orange County, and Honolulu.
After rounding most of their
events into good shape against
University of California, the Spartans travel to Tempe, Arizona Saturday to clash with Arizona State
University, Brigham Young, beaten
by SJS earlier this season, will also
compete but not against the Spartans.
The Honolulu Invitational on
Wednesday features such outstanding competitors as Bob Fosbury, Ed Carruthers and Earl
Williams in the high jump and
Tommie Smith, Bob Tobler. and
Marty McGrady in the sprints.
STIFF TESTS
Spartans Bob Stover and Chris
Papanicolaou will face stiff tests
in the pole vault against Fresno’s
Erkki Mustakari 117Other SJS entries include Ronnie Ray Smith, Lee Evans, and
Sam Davis. The latter’s badly cut
thumb should be well by the meet.
Smith and Davis will run in the
60 against Tommie Smith since
the 100 has been scratched.
In the 440, Evans will face McGrady and Tobler.
Nine Spartans will attend the
Orange County Invitational April
13, Don Lindsey will meet sevenfooters Otis Burrell, Carruthers,
John Rambo, Gene Johnson, and
John Dobroth.
Larry Walls will enter the intermediate hurdles against Ron
Whitney of the Striders and
Wayne Collette of the UCLA
frosh,
MALLOY IN 440
Jack Malloy will run in the 440
and will anchor the mile relay
team composed of Paul Myers,
John Bambury. and Jeff Peo.
Stover will compete in the pole
vault, Jim Adkins in the 880, and
Lee Nueman in the triple jump.
SJS’ next home meet after vacation will be Saturday, April 20
against the Athens Club on the
Spartans all-weather Tartan track.

Spartababe Nine
Test USF Frosh
In Twinbill Today
Spartababe baseballers will try
to break their seven -game loss
skein when they meet the University of San Francisco frosh in a
1 p.m. doubleheader at Spartan
Field.
SJS coach Pat Duggan has
named ace right hander Dennis
Crist to toe the rubber the first
game for the home nine. Either
Duane Miugerriti or Tom Farris
will hurl the second game against
the Dons.
Tuesday the S part ababes
dropped a 4-0 decision to the University of Santa Clara frosh at
Buck Shaw Stadium. Pat McElroy
absorbed the tough -luck loss for
the Spartababes.
Torn NIcGlothin, who may be
varsity-bound with the problems
the Spartans are having at first
base, is the leading SJS hitter
at .304.

00P4iik,41
’’,H1(14

,

-Photo by Dennis Douehetiy
Evans hits the finish line just ahead of
JUST NIPPED SJS’ Lee
Brigham Young’s Gary Tipton to capture the mile relay. The
speedy Evans ran a 45.8 anchor against Cal to give the team
its best time of the season, 3:10.6.

Linksters Tee Off Tomorrow
In Fresno Classic Tourney
Spartan linksters will tee off ini with the progress of the team but
the Fresno Classic Tournament to- that in Fresno, the Spartans would
morrow with hopes of another sim-’ have to jump off to a good lead
eessful showing after last week’s’ and then hold onto it as most of
second place finish in the L.A. the teams enjoy lower PMI’S the
State Invitational.
second day than on the first.
Coach Jerry Vroom has said that
"One of the problems which well
he will take the same golfers to have to overcome is shooting in the
Fresno which played in the L.A. high 70’s the first day and then
State tournament.
settling down to our normal game.
Making the trip will be Craig Fresno will have the edge since we
Harmon, Bob Eastwood, Tom play on their home course and they
O’Kane, Ken Slasor, who took top are more familiar with the playing
medalist honors in last week’s grounds," Vroom said.
The University of Southern Calimeet, Jim West, and freshman
Steve Bohn.
fornia is also highly rated in the
Vroom has said that he is pleased weekend tournament.
FIRST IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
CHURCH AND STUDENT CENTER
Lutheran Church Missouri Synod

374 South 3rd Street
Sunday Services: 8:15, 9:30 and
I I a.m. 2 Blocks From Campus

College Discussion Group
--= Every Wednesday Night at 7 p.m
A. J. Brommer, Pastor 292-5404
R. Nicholus, Vicar

SUMMER

we’re headquarters for
famous Bass Weejuns
That’s right. Go Grodins when it comes to

UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC

MeGEORGE SCHOOL OF LAW
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA

INTERVIEW BY APPOINTMENT AT
CAMPUS PLACEMENT OFFICE
RM. 234 ADMINISTRATION BLDG.

An announcement of importance
to all persons interested in legal education

The Union Central Life insurance Co.
Cincinnati, Ohio

Weejun wearing. Here’s the moccasin that’s
king all across the

country, with hand -sewn

fronts for longer wear.

18.95

GIR,ODINS
Kaiser Center Stonestown Walnut Creek
Hayward Southland San Jose Alameda
Mountain view
Berkeley
Sacramento
VALLEY FAIR and SAN ANTONIO CENTER

CAREER?

If you’d like to test your abilities in a sales
career during the P ttttt mer between your Junior
arid Senior Year, inquire about "OPERATION
TRYOUT."

APPLICATIONS ARE BEING ACCEPTED FOR THE SUMMER QUARTER 1968. A FULL PROGRAM WILL BE OFFERED Fol TUDENTS. THE SCHOOL OF LAW OFFERS
BOTH D11 \ ND EVENING CLASSES.
FOR ENROLLMENT INFORMATION: Admissions Office
3282 Fifth Avenue, Sacramento, California 95817
Telephone (916) 452-6051
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Netters Gear for All-Comers Nationals Loom for Coppola
With 9-0 Clubbing of Mary s
M.

St

ER

, 11.2, en;
Spartan t,, ,J, ,
the crest ii a Di -game a siting
streak, sharpened up for the final ,
rounds of the San Jose Alt -Corners Tournament Saturday with a ;
smashing 9-0 win ,A’er St. Marj’s
Tuesday at Spartan Courts.
In posting their 12th win of the
season against 1 loss, the Spat tens ;

.41,4,14

0,t

over Bob Leo 6-1, 6-0. Reed is the
winningest Spartan on the squad,
with 13 straight victories.
Lefthander Roy Orlando, captain
of the squad, downed Bob Pon 6-1,
6-0, while Randy Berkman was
having no trouble with Dave Barwinning 6-0, 6-1.
Dean Coupe, appearing in only
Isis third match of the season, remained undefeated in his limited
competition with a handy 6-0, 6-1
victory over Ron Kemfel.
The Spartan pressure continued
into the doubles competition. In
III, feature doubles match Zwieg
alai Orlando, in the toughest test
,at the afternoon, held on for an
9-6, 7-5 win over Butterfield and
Dtunais.
Reed and Berkman registered
the only shutout of the day with a
6-0, 6-0 thrashing of the Leo-Pon
duo.
The rout was completed when
Coupe teamed with Josh DeGuchi
to whip Barton and Kemfe 16-1, 6-2.
In the semis and finals of the
Ail-Comers tourney Saturday and
Sunday four Spartans will see
action.
Making it past the opening
rounds held last weekend are Greg
Shephard in both the doubles and

the singles, and Ken Lowell, Roy
Orlando and John Zwieg in the
doubles.
Top seeded Rich Anderson. an
ex-Spartan, who is undefeated on
the season meets Raul Contreras.
while Shephard tangles with Mike
Machette in the semifinaLs of the
mens’ singles.
In the doubles semifinals Shephard teams with Anderson against
Phil Meyers and Don Shirk, and
Lowell and Larry Dodge go against
Orlando and Zwieg.
Starting time for the tourney is
10 a.m. at Spartan courts.

;
SJS’ AU -American gymnast Tony t Coppola,. holds Ithe
Coppolawill be the only Spartan; .srowid
making the trip to the University in a Meet
Cdid ;Ili a at
of Arizona Thursday to compete in l’niversity
.1Barbara.
the NCAA championships
He has topped 54 points tii,
He won the right to compete en
the basis of a second place finish dmes in his career and cui ,
at the NCAA College Division title ;ranks as the 20th top vs
meet at Springfield. Mass., College national all -around
I ratings.
three weeks ago.
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were near perfect. The Gael’s were
unable to take one set in either
doubles or singles competition.
Looking exceptionally sharp
against St. Mary’s were SJS No.
1 and 2 men Greg Shepherd and
John Zwieg.
Shephard, coasting to his 5th
had little
consecutive victory,
trouble with the Gael’s Bob Butterfield. winning 6-2, 6-3.
Zwieg, apparently fully recovered from an ankle injury that
sidelined him for two matches last
week, whipped Marc Dumais 6-3,
6-1.
St. Mary’s found no relief in the
pc, ,;;;ti of John Reed who rolled

RENT
(student rates)

Elec. typewriters
New portables
Rental -purchase
Free dlivry

96 E. SAN FERNANDO ST.
295-6765

"The excitement in
engineering doesn’t all
happen in a development lab’
"I found that out when I started selling computers.
"Obviously, they’re expensive. Nobody’s going to buy one unless
I can show him why it’ll be worth the investment. (This is Bob
Shearman, Mechanical Engineer, an IBM Medical Representative
in Marketing.)
"My customers happen to be doctors and scientists. Naturally.
I have to find out what their problems are before I can hope to
build a case for installing a computer. That’s what I find exciting. This whole process of helping somebody solve a knotty
problem.

Ti

lean jeans
Super slim Levi’s (R): Hip-hugging 100% cotton denim
jeans are styled long and lean for the American male.
Blue only. We’ve got your size!
5.50
Stretch Levi’s (R): Built-in comfort-in -action. In tan and
6.98
Macy’s Tiger Shop, first floor

"For example, one of my installations is at a cancer research
institute. A problem came up when they decided to build a
radio therapy suite about a block away from the computer. The doctors wanted to communicate with the computer right from a patient’s bedside.
"The general solution was easy enough. We knew we’d
have to use some sort of remote terminal. But from
then on it was a process of exploration. I asked a lot of
questions, dug up a lot of facts, and generally helped
the customer arrive at a detailed definition of his problem. Then I worked closely with IBM and
the customer until we had the right
terminals installed and functioning.
"In a job like this, you use your technical background all the time.
Whether you’re defining a problem
or showing the customer how our
equipment can help solve it."
Bob’s comments cover only a small
part of what IBM offers an engineering or science student who likes to
work with people. For more facts,
visit your campus placement office. Or
send an outline of your career interests and educational background to
Bud Purtell, Jr., IBM, Department C,
3424 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles,
California 90005. We’re an equal
opportunity employer.
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Moderne Drug Co.
OPEN UNTIL MIDNIGHT
PHONE 293.7500
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STREETS
SAN JOSE

Al Johnsen, ceramics instructor
at the University of California at
Santa Cruz, will be the guest today in an open end seminar at the
artist -in-residence studio.
Johnsen will do laku firing, a
Japanese method of firing ceramic
pots, outside the studio, at 122 S.
Ninth St., across from the Industrial Arts Building.
Inside the studio there is a
photographic exhibit of John
Kouns’ pictures of the grape-pickers strike movement.
Kouns, who was on the march
from Delano to Sacramento, has
been described by Russ Stevenson,
the artist -in-residence, as " . . .
the most sensitive and expressive
photographer" he has ever seen.
Stevenson reminds everyone that
the creatis ity week at Waddle
Creek Beach, which will take place
over Easter vacation, is open to
all.
The private beach is located four
miles north of Davenport on Highway 1, and according to Stevenson, is filled with driftwood and
locks for sculptures and sandcastings.
"All you need is camping gear
and food for a week of really great
and exciting fun," said Stevenson.

Clear Out the Cobwebs
Rent-A-Sloop
20%28’
Learn to Sail
4 Lessons Guaranteed!

71,
Ileiumm;....

Low Student Rates
During Vacation

,

Cass’ Rental Marina
332-4970 Bridge% ay & Nappa --- Sausalito
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Good grief, I wish
he’d never heard
about togetherness
f’m
,

.

.

, .

.;

Alleluia. He has risen! Every voice rejoices . . .
proclaiming the glory of God and His great gift
of Love . . . the fulfillment of His promise to
mankind.

YOU’RE
SOMETHING
ELSE,
CHARLIE
BROWN

\\IIIING A MOST HAPPY AND JOYOUS
EASTER HOLIDAY TO THE STUDENTS
AND FACULTY OF SAN JOSE STATE
111141S.

cpartan

THE NEW

PEANUTS’

) ibude

CARTOON BOOK!

(corner of Fourth St,),

ONLY $

292-2840

trip-’

at your college
bookstore

Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.

VAUGHN

SPARTAN DAYS
SALE
GET ACQUAINTED

DAYS

DAYS
ONLY

SUITS . . .

SPORTC OATS

Get acquainted special

Get acquainted special
$45.50 to $55.50 all wool
sportcoats

Complete stock of natural shoulder suits including new spring arrivals
from $69.50 to $110.00.

NOW 1/2

NOW... $2488
$59.50 to $69.50 all wool
sportcoats

PRICE

NOW... $2988

Slacks . . . 3 Day Special
All Dress Slacks
$14.95 to $32.50
Now 50% off
Sweaters . . . N W .
Short Sleeve Dress Shirts
$10.95 to
$18.95

Special

Ij 2

PRICE

Values from
$5.95 to $8.95

$133

NOW

PLUS ALL OTHER ITEMS AT OUR REGULAR 35% DISCOUNT
No

Layaways

No Exchanges
No

DR. LUIS A. DUVERGE MEJIA, secretary of
state for Education and the Fine Arts in the
Dominican Republic (r), discusses the progress
of a special Dominican project in education

with President Robert D. Clark during a recent
campus visit. The project is in danger of being
abandoned this fall.

Dr. Burns Attempts To Rescue
Vital Foreign Teacher Program
EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the second
of two articles dealing with the progress of a special program to develop
the educational system in the Dominican Republic. A team of 10 SJS
educators was sent to that country
in September, 1966, to assist rim
Ministry of Education.

By 111th NfeQUIsTON
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
A program "of great benefit to
my country" which is presently
doing "a wonderful job," according to Dr. Luis A. Duverge Mejia,
Secretary of State for Education
and the Fine Arts in the Dominican
Republic, may be abandoned this
fall because of contractual difficulties.
Dr. G. W. Ford, SJS campus
coordinator, said that the twoyear, renewable contract with the
United States Agency for International Development (AID),
which expires in September, may
not be continued. "It looks as if
we may terminate then," he said.
I In an effort to prevent the
!scrapping of the program, Dr.
Hobert Burns, academic vice presi’dent’ will leave for the Dominican
Republic April 14 to "discuss with
the Dominican officials about our
contract."
Dr. Burns, under the auspire%

of AID and the American Association of Colleges for Teachers
and Education IAAC’I’Ei, said he
would also "select an administrative intern who would come back
to SJS and work in an administrative capacity at the college."
According to Dr. Arturo Cabrera, associate professor of elementary education and member of
the four-man team which visited
the Dominican Republic before the
contract was signed, an alternative may be discussed whereby the
college may make another contract
directly with the country. "That
proposal is being considered," Dr.
Cabrera said.
"However," he added, "we might
be phasing out sooner than we
expected because of contractual
arrangements."
The program, provided with
$783,000 in support, was set up in
September, 1966, to develop a
five-point program through the
Dominican Republic Ministry of
Education.
The ten members of the program
include Dr. John M. Hofstrancl,
elementary education; A. B. Chavez, secondary social science; Jose
Martinez, elementary teacher education; Dr. Kenneth Miller, Eng-

by Charles M. Schulz
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lish; Manuel Olguin, secondary
science education; Dr. Gertrude
Robinson, educational publications
and teacher education; Arnold
Robinson, instructional material;
and Fred Stern, secondary mathematical mluvat ion.

via the all jet services of

TW,
and luxury Steamships
13 spectacular itineraries, 21 to 75 days of superior grade travel from as
little as $840.30 all inclusive, June and July departures.
Prepared by the nation’s foremost student tour operators, STOP. TOURS‘
of Berkeley, California.
Itineraries tailored for the college and university student, geared to the
tastes and interests of the young adult.
Travel Europe with fellow students from throughout the United States and
Canada on comprehensive programs that provide lots of leisure time for
relaxation and personal pursuits.
Also available: Student Charter tours. 12 inexpensive programs to Europe
based on dollar saving charter fares. No club membership needed to join.
"STUDENT TRAVEL OVERSEAS PROGRAMS.
For additional information and descriptive brochures:
CALL

Si. Claire gravel
DOWNTOWN
74 W. SAN CARLOS
297.1750

Mock Job Interviews
Aid Student Teachers
Mock is defined as false, pseudo,
an imitation; and such is the case
with "mock interviews."
The interviews, sponsored by the
Student California Teachers’ Association (SCIA), are for the benefit of education majors presently
working toward or already possess-

CIGS

19c
Kleenex

10c

3 Hershey Bars

Sc

2 Rolls Toilet Paper 10c
1 Roll Jumbo Towels 19c
1 Box Cheer Soap

24c

2 Bars Ivory Soap

Sc

Ajax Cleanser

Sc

Crest large size

ing their teacher credential, in
order that they will know what
to expect when they must be interviewed for a teaching position.
The adviser of scrA, Dr. Walter K. Konishi, assistant professor
of education, usually selects the
subject for the mock interview
while others who are interested
may come, observe and sit through
the experience.
Typical interview questions
asked may pertain to the interviewee’s background, philosophy
of education and usually followed
by a question and answer period
open to the audience.
The interview usually lasts a
period of one-half hour to 45
minutes depending upon the school
(Usti let since each differs slightly
in its approach.
Mock interviews which occur
once every semester are advantageous to future teachers and
especially to those planning to
teach within the state because the
type of interview is generally the
same throughout California,

TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
STEVENS CREEK BLVD.
241-2100

ALWAYS HAD THE
URGE TO PLAY
A GUITAR?
LET MOYER’S
TEACH YOU
HOW

I Month drum or guitar lesson
with this ad

ROO
mir

Private lessons
1/2 hour lessons

reg. 1

2.00

MOYER MUSIC
84 E. San Fernando, Downtown
298-5404

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

29c

One Item With Minimum
Purchase of $2

TWO S

CASH
DISCOUNT
ON MAJOR
BRAND
GASOLINE

TACOS
CHILLY CHILI?
Never at Ticos, we never have chilly chili because we believe chili is not
chili unless it’s hot. So now come in
and try the unchilly chili, Ticos.

Puritan Oil Co.
4th A William
6th & Key’s
10th & Taylor
13th I Julian

A "Mock Interview Program,"
where students participate in experimental job interviews, is a new
project of the Society for Advancement of Management (SAM).
In the program students are
sent as prospective employees to
firms where they are interviewed
for a job. A critique follows the
interview where the student learns
what impressions he made on the
interviewer. In turn, the interviewer receives a feedback on his
interviewing techniques.
To make the experience as realistic as possible the inteiview is
conducted under the same conditions as a regular one.
A report on the critique session
is sent to the Mock Interview
Committee and the reports are
then available to job applicants,
mods or real.
SAM hopes this program will
help the student gain confidence
in himself so he can communicate
effectively in an interview.
At this time the program is
aimed primarily at SAM members.
SAM believes it to be the only
interviewing program in this form
in the United States.
Students interested in the program may call Bill Coates, 2982380 or Bill Ferrill, 292-9803.

Phone Orders 297-8421
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Rod MuKuen, the 35-year-old
poet, singer, actor, and song
writer, will perform tomorrow
night at 8:30 in the San Jose
Civic Auditorium.
Tickets are $2.50, $3.50 and
$4.50.
McKuen is best known for his
two books, "Stanyars Street and
Other Sorrows," and "Listen to
the Warm," and his trio of
spoken-poetry recordings, "The
Earth," "The Sea," and "The
Sky," with music by Anita Kerr.
A bachelor, McKuen lives with
his pony -sized English sheepdog,
Katie, in a Hollywood hilltop
home overlooking Ca hu en g a
Canyon and the freeway traffic.
His musical success began after he stinted reading from his
book as a change of pace on the
nightclub stage. Now, many of
the top-name singers sing Rod
McKuen songs.
CULTURE CULT HERO
For close to 26 albums
decade, McKuen has been
ture-cult hero to a steadily
ing in-group, crossing age

and a
a culgrowboun-

daries to an unusual degree in
today’s pop music but based
largely on the campus crowd.
His first book.. "Stanyan
Street," which he published by
his own recording company, sold
the
65,000 copies nationally
biggest poetry ben seller in 20
over
years. Both books have sold
250,000 copies.
ODDLY MATCHED
An oddly matched pair of
women helped start Rod’s career.
Phyllis Diller and Cobina Wright.
Miss Diller and McKuen both
worked at the same radio station
in Oakland, where Rod was born.
McKuen left the station to serve
as a psychological war radio announcer a nd writer in the
Korean War. When he returned
stateside, Miss Diller recommended him for the intermission
singer spot at the Purple Onion
in San Francisco. While at the
Purple Onion, columnist Cobina
Wright saw his act, and was so
impressed that she began to
open doors for him in Hollywood.
McKuen has been touring campuses since early this year.

Red litauen
8:30 P.M.

Tickets:

$4.50 - $3.50- $2.50
On Sale:
SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE
40 West San Carlos St. (Next to St. Claire Hotel)
Or
SPARTAN MUSIC
436 East Williams

u1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111c

Country Joe

and the Fish

and
BOSTON TEA PARTY
plus
UNCLE BEN AND THE WILD RICE
IN DANCE CONCERT

By ItilYSA DAVIS
Fine Arts Editor
Each day, for the past seven days, the Fine Arts section of
the Spartan Daily has given considerable coverage to the films
nominated for this year’s Academy Awards. The special review
articles were written exclusively for the Spartan Daily by
Hank Kaiser, junior radio and television major. The Oscars
will be awarded on Monday, April 8 at 7 p.m.
Reviews for each movie were presented, in alphabetical
order, for the enjoyment of the Spartan Daily readers. It is
our opinion that the Oscars hold the attention of the general
public and we wanted to meet the mass interest with the Art
in Cineplastics series.
SJS OSCAR POLL
Holding with our belief, the Fine Arts staff, proceeded to
make up an Academy Award Opinion Poll to be distributed
among students and faculty members at SJS.
The results of the poll we realize are not scientific by any
means, but rather, a quick random and limited sample of the
student body and faculty members.
While the opinion poll cannot be fully validated because most
of the students interviewed did not see every movie nominated
for an Oscar, the poll does represent what is on the minds of
the average college person.

Abinantes Music Store,
Monterey
Salinas Music Center

711111111SSMISIIIIIIIIIIIIHRSISHISISISSIRSSISSISSIMIRISMISSISSRIE

TOWN 297-3060
IE
1433 THE ALAMEDA

OPINION POLL RESULTS
were asked to vote once in each category.
Categories were divided into Best Actress, Best Actor and Best
Motion Picture. After the 325 ballots were totaled, the nomination for Best Actress went to Audrey Hepburn for her performance in ’Wait Until Dark.’ Breakdown for Best Actress
was as follows:
99
Audrey Hepburn
79
Anne Bancroft
77
Faye Dunaway
53
Katharine Hepburn
13
No opinion
04
Dame Edith Evans

Participants

SATURDAY REVIEW
Hollis Alpert & Arthur Knight
N.Y. POST_Areher Winsten

CUE MAGAZINE
}
"PRIMAL SEX EARTHY HUMOR
.. WONDERFULLY SLY _CHARMING AND POIGNANT COMPREHENSION OF THE PSYCHOLOGY
OF SEX."
Y,"

’Harkee the Cat’
To Open April 18
At Main Theater

eat aftd
UA Theater
Downtown 5.1

e461
MOON LITE
Auto Movie
El Camino

FRONTIER
Auto Movie

Santa Clara

So. 1st near IBM

NOW AT 3 THEATERS

There were five Generals inside ...
and one Private outside ... The
problem was to get the five Generals inside outside ... and avoid
getting waylaid by a beautiful
countess!

PAUL
NEWMAN
co-starring

Sylva Koscina

The SECRET
WAR OF
HARRY
FRIGG

"Harkee the Cat," a drama
department production, is now in
its final days of rehearsal as the
April 18 opening date nears. The
play will run for three consecutive days in the College ’Theater.
Permormances on Thursday and
Fraley will begin at 4 p.m., and
Saturday’s two showings will be
at 10:30 am, and 2 pm,
"Harkee," a children’s play, is
based on the myth of the Wise
Men of Gotham. It is the story
of a clever feline who comes to
the rescue of his village, reluctantly preparing for a state visit
from the King and his 843 royal
guards.
Cast members include: Merle
Smith, Kathy Ebright, Donald
Russell, Ray Saturno, Nedra
Abono, Christopher Mohr, Margene Fudenna, Wesley Morgan
and Judy Foulkrod in the leading
positions.
Ben Roesch, Neal Newman,
Kathi Ross, William Norell, William Hardy and Judy Mento will
play townspeople.

325 total
Considered to be the Best Motion Picture for this year was
breakdown
’The Graduate.’ The Best Motion Picture category
was as follows:
177
The Graduate
67
Bonnie and Clyde
45
Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner?
16
In the Heat of the Night
06
Dr. Dolittle
05
No opinion
01
Write-ins, Zorba the Greek
01
War
How I Won the
07
In Cold Blood

By WALTER YOST
America’s No. 1 sa tiri ca 1
figure, Lyndon Johnson, lynches
himself in the book "Quotations From Chairman LBJ."
Authors Jack Shepherd and
Christopher S. Wren, who call

STUDENT RATE
with A.S.B. CARD

ACADEMY AWARD 11C1101:E
"BEST FOREIGN FILM"
"THE BEST MOVIE I HAVE RgD,I, THItYfAR!"
NEWSWEEK-Joseph Morgenstern

Letters and diaries floin English, Russian, American and German soldiets will be read today
as part of a Studio Hour called
"Moods of War" to be performed
by an advance oral interpretation class this week in the Studio Theatre at 3:30 p.m.
The Studio Hour, usually produced by a Practice in Stage
Directing class, once a semester
lends its time to the oral interpretation class as an opportunity
for mote students to get performing experience and the
drama department to present a
varied playbill.
Student participants are Dale
Magio, Randy Chieoine, Ron
Krem, Mary Lynn Richmond,
Pat Toner, Patricia Collins,
Rodger Webster, Rosa Morin
and Vince Winter.
"Moods of War" will use
slides of war, children at play
and everyday life scenes to emphasize the importance of certain readings.

t7

Quotations From LBJ

Tickets are on sale at:

Y.TIMES- Bosley Crowther

eineplaitiCJ

325 total
Well, that’s it! That’s how it shapes up! Now let’s see if
we’re right by watching the Academy Awards Monday evening.

Santa Cruz County Fairgrounds
April 18, 1968, 8:00 P.M.
$3.50 at the door
$3.00 in advance

NOW PLAYING
EXCLUSIVE

_Atin

325 total
Selection of Best Actor went to Dustin Hoffman for his
performance in’ ’The Graduate.’ Breakdown for this category
was as follows:
109
Dustin Hoffman
73
Paul Newman
51
Spencer Tracy
48
Rod Steiger
:36
Warren Beatty
06
No opinion
02
Ronald Reagan write-in

SAN JOSE CIVIC AUDITORIUM

Discount Records, San Jose
Santa Cruz Music Center

Studio Hour
Presents
War Moods

Opinion Poll Results

In Concert:

Friday, April 5

SPARTA.N DAILY-7

Thursday, April 4, 1068

ONE
OF THE
YEAR’S
10 BEST
"A GIRL TELEGRAPHER WHOSE
SEDUCTION IS SURELY ONE Of
THE GREAT COMIC EROTIC
SEQUENCES IN FILM HISTORY.Aingn.r,.

"CLOSELY WATCHED TRAINS"
Directed by Jiri Menzel A Carlo Pooh presentation.
Sigma Ill A i’llinway, Company.
Distributed by

themselves the "translators of
the speeches, musings, and digressions of President Johnson,
provide ample evidence for the
belief that most politicians are
hypocrites.
"Quotations," inspired of
course, by Mao Tse-tung’s little
red book of wisdom, contains
humorous and often disturbing
words from our leader’s own
mouth. Patterned after Mao’s
handbook, the LBJ quotes are
organized under such chapters
as, "The Arduous Struggle,"
"Glorious Democratic Party,"
and "The Long March Toward
the Great Society."
Poor Lyndon, by his own
words, both condemns and then
praises racial integration; plays
the roles of both hawk and dove;
and appraises himself as "not
smart enough to make a President."
A large number of the more
"humorous" quotes come from
the President’s Texas antedotes
and homey sayings.
Obviously this book was not
published by some of the Presi111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111P.

lide
36S Clu6
Carol and Harvey Jordan
PRESENT

SAM
JOHNSON’S
FOUR
Thurs. thru Sun.

* Dancing
* Shows

F.:
F.:.

F.:.
:=

dents fondest admirers. Yet,
strangely, this parody a LBJ
contains many quotes incongruous with the book’s satirical
theme.

A blindfold test
for beer.
If anybody ever says you
can’t pick Budweiser with
your eyes shut, you can
call his bluff.
First, have somebody
pour several brands of
beer into glasses. Now
stick your nose close to
the foam of each glass
and take a sniff. Notice
a difference? The
one with the clean,
fresh aroma is Budweiser.
Now taste. This gets a
bit tricky. But the one beer

* Ftin
365 E. Julian
4 blocks north of

Engineering Building

KING OF BEERS

that tastes like beer without any one flavor jumping out at you (like hops,
or an extra sweetness, or
sometimes a sour or sharp
taste) is Budweiser.That’s
because Budweiser is mellowed by our Beechwood Ageing.We want
you to taste the beer,
not the recipe.
If anybody pulls a
beer-tasting test on you,
now you know how to
win. Just follow your nose.

Budweiser.

ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC.

ST LOUIS

NEWARK

LOS ANGELES

TAMPA

HOUSTON

74-SPARTAN DAILY

SpartaguideThilredaYAPril
TODAY
AlCh.E., 7:30 p.m., E326. Francis
Dasher of the Folger Coffee Co.
will speak on "Unit Operations in
the Manufacture of Instant Coffee."
Delta Phi Upsilon, 7 p.m., ED100. Miss Virginia Taylor from the
San Jose Public Library will be
guest speaker, Prior to the meeting flowers for Vi’omen’s Week
will be made. Please bring scissors, pencils and rulers.

Group Looks for Old Answers

4’ 1968

APRIL 8-14
Experimental College, Waddell
Creek Beach. "Inside Outside" is
the theme of a week of creativity
at the beach sponsored by Russ
Stevenson, artist -in -residence. Anyone may attend, no charge, just
bring own food and camping
equipment. Them will be sandcastings and driftwood to work
with. For further information,
contact Russ Stevenson, 122 S.
Ninth St., across from the Industrial Arts Building.

Newman Parish, 12:15 to 1:30
APRIL 14
p.m., Seventh Street. There will be
Arab-American Club, 11 a.m.,
a table set up to solicit signatures
Vasona Lake Park. Shis-kabob
to extend NLRA to California
picnic. Call 2876165.
farm workers.

By BILL OALSTAN
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
How can prejudices be spotted,
old social patterns eased, and acceptance found for other people?
A new campus group, the Community for Relevant Education ((RE)
is striving to find the answers.
Dick Stickney, senior psychology major and (’RE member, said
that relevant education can be
achieved through encounter groups
which "help find meaning and acceptance from others,"
A CRE pamphlet says that the
group supports "A form of education which stresses the development of personal awareness and
potential. At the most fundamental
level, we must discard self-isolation and rediscover communication.
In small group discussions we will
explore the inner world and its

Rho Epsilon, Real Estate Fra- APRIL 16
Spartan Shields, 6:15 p.m., Counternity, 7:30 p.m., San Jose Real
Estate Board (Fruitdale Avenue). cil Chambers of the Student Union,
Executive Vice-President
Schott, LL.D.. will speak on I,.
W. C. LEAN JEWELERS - Our 64th Year in San Jose
,...s of ,Liti
functions and
tate boards.
Students
p.m., The New W.
San Fernando Striiid
Dow, student strike.
OASIS. 12:30 p.m., C1-1149. Dr.
S. P. R. Charter, nationally known
author and lecturer, will speak to
faculty and students on thc "Relevance of Cybernetics to Communication Study."

1.1114.11,
Peace and F1.1,41,011
1:30 p.m., H3. Caul
tion meeting. Speak. ir, will lx.
Martin Primack, professor of ..,,
mimics and candidate for I, ,
Congressional District and I
Stroughter. candidate for Sec,,:,
Supervisorial District.

eXr 046111d

’’callfg

qffit4

11.15 Veterans Club, 3:30 pm!
Cafeteria A and B.
Muslim Students’ Asmwlation.
12:30 p.m., ED107. Prayer mectilpi

’
and say "I Do" in more than
words. A bridal ensemble can
capture her loveliness, youth
and beauty for always.

SATURDI.Y

From $150
Tetms Ara"-Ind

LVAN

W.

eweter3

N arnd JUNO
SINCE 1904
FIRST AND SAN FERNANDO STREETS - DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE
L

Muslim Students’ Association, 2
p.m., E02In Quranie studies.

"(’RE believes," said Stickney,
"that individuals must take responsibility for their world and act
now to create a supportive en-

fotordE

vironment In which man can strive
for self-fulfillment - to create a
positive environment, caring individuals must art in community.
Members are committed to becoming self aware and responsible
individuals."
The group was formed at Stanford University about two months
ago, Stickney said, and now has
members throughout the Bay Area.
He said that information booths
will be set up after Easter vacation here at SJS.

EUROPE
Way
CHARTER JET FLIGHTS
one

A

PARIS TO SAN FRANCISCO
August H & August 13, 1968
August 6 & August 8, 068
SAN FRANCISCO TO PARIS
August 28. IUD
limited number of spaces is available for faculty, staff and students of the
Clifornia Stet. Cones,.
FARE: 1220 ONE WAY
Fo, information,
01St. of International Programs
TI,. California State Colleges
1600 Holloway Avnue
San Francisco, California min
Note: These ar

not round-trip flights to Europe.

4 Callao. Credits
SAN FRANCISCO STATE COLLEGE
With HOWARD TOURS
An inconiparabie personal and intense.

tuai experience. Assures that you will
enjoy Japan, not lust see it. Includes
roundtrip jet from California, first-class
hotels, extensive sightseeing, train
travel, transfers, tips, etc. Also avail.
able, tours of entire Orient - Japan,
Korea, Taiwan, Philippines, Hong Kong,
Thailand, Malaysia, and Singapore,
APPLY: San Francisco State College
Summer Session Overseas Program;
1000 Ilellewm Avenue, San Francisco,
California 94010.

yoitir 0c, r

OPEN THURSDAY EVENINGS ’TIL P - ALL PARKIN, TICKETS VALIDATED

The Spartan Deily does not knowingly ’59 VW BUS Camper, fully insulated. PRODUCER DIRECTOR for San Jose
accept advertising from advertisers who sneered windows, linoleum floor, trailer Light Opera Association. Salary open.
Send resume to S.J.L.O.A. at 2607
practice discrimination on the basis of hint. 5500 941-1593,
Lansford, San Jose, Calif. 95125,
race, color, creed or national origin.
FOR SALE (31
ANNOUNCEMENTS 11’
HOUSING 151
USED LEATHER COATS, Suede coats,
items.
Peggy’s
SPARTA EUROPE ’611 5339. June 18- fur coats 84-8)0. 1500
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share
Sept. 7. Jet non-stop S.F.-Amsterdam Imports, 159 Columbus Ave. corner house with 4 others. $40/mo. 294.8352.
round trip. Call Barbara Kyne, group Pacific Ave. S. F. 981-5176. Open every
day 1 p.m.-7 p.m. The grooviest store REFINED, FURN. RMS., male, kit. priv.
leader. 356-8121.
No smoking or drinking. 293-3088.
AUTO INSURANCE as low as $86 per in the world.
furn. $135 inc. all
year for married, good students. Also, CLOTHES & ODDMENTS for your apt. LRGE, 3 RM. APT.
9th, Call
excellent savings for single men over & for you. From way back to way out. util. Girls or couple. 595 S.
259-1547.
21. Call George Campbell 244-9600. Browse the Bargain Mart, Tues. thru
cottage.
Santa
San
FOR
SALE:
PLEASANT
Antonio.
Sat.,
10-4,
at
36
E.
EVELYN’S FASHION JEWELRY, 40 S.
25 min. from SJSC.Fine
1st. Inquire about ear piercing, 297- RAIDERS - Raffle winner must sell Cruz mountains.
view
Fireplace.
Over
acre.
V2
$14,500.
season ticket. Good seat. Worth $39.50
6522.
seats avail- Cell 353-2076.
5 ACRES. Paved County Rd. Beautiful will sell for $30. Adjoining
286.5840.
$39.50,
able
at
WANTED:
1/2 blk.
ROOMMATE
MALE
Electric.
Rustic Cabin. Park Setting.
water, 1/2 hr. from San Jose. $18,000. GRAND OPENING. Knits, all sizes, from campus. $40/mo. 292-1629.
earrings,
$1/
Terms. Call Agent. 408 438-0400 or $7.50. The latest fashion in
FOR RENT: I bdr. fury. delux apt.
pair. Hand oil paintings, $1.95 while
Eves. 408 377-4357,
Quiet. near campus. 545 S. 5th.
10 ACRES. 4 mi. from Los Gatos. Plenty they last. Key chains of all types &
bdrm., 2 bath apt. $180/
of Water. View, Paved County Rd. dishes. 60 E. San Fernando. I block FOR RENT: 2
mo. State House 508 S. 11th. 2 apts.
525.000. Terms. Call Agent. 408 438- from campus. Come in & visit us.
1
roommate
each. 1 male, 1
need
Also
PARIS - Tailored - Men’s stylish
0400 or Eves 408 377-4357.
female. Some address.
WANTED: HAIRCUTS. You raise it, we suede sport jacket - size 40. Cost
$95 in Paris. Worn once. Will sell for RM. TO SHARE IN Imes. comfortable
cut it! Home haircuts repaired. $1.80
home 2 blocks from campus. Kit. priv.
$1.80 $1.80 $1.80 $1.80 $1.80 $1.80 $75. Call 265-1971 after 5 p.m.
shop/
barber
to
run
a
Is this any way
CHRIS-CRAFT Inboard boat & trailer S35/mo. Female only. 297-9742 after
You bet it is. Pete’s Barber Shop. 9 & ski equip. Make offer. Pictures avail- 5 p.m.
a.m.- 6 p.m. 58 S. 4th between San Fer- able at the Delta Upsilon Fraternity. TWO MALE ROOMMATES immedinando & Santa Clara. Hairy Cutter. Call 295-9969. Art Vallergn.
ately. The Village Apts. 576 S. 5th.
Prop.
WIDE OVAL 14 inch rims. Chev. Gen- #27. 295.3473, swimming pool and
EUROPE 1968 Western Europe incl. eral Dual 90 fires used 1000 mi. 248- garage.
Greece 43.75 days, $860.00 up plus air 9623.
transportation. Andersen Tours, 7552 FISCHER 205 SKIS w/poles - like I BDRM. APT. furn. Water & garbage
paid. Contact at 633 S. 8th or 286Bancroft Way, Berkeley, Calif. 94704.
new. Tv-- n Bindings, $90. See Dan 4260.
FLY TWA. Student and faculty group at 554
9:5, n 193-0918.
MALE
STD. HOUSE to share own en
flights for California State Colleges.
at $48.50
util. Parlor & kit. 167 E.
lane 20-Sept. 3, SF/LA/London/LA/SF
HELP MASTED (41
St. John Street, 295-6869.
$466.50. Children 2-12, half price.
Write: Prof. M. L. French, 2552 Ban2 BEDROOM APT. Furn. All electric.
GIRLS TO WORK at DHi Amplifier Close to campus.
croft Way. Berkeley, Calif. 94704.
295-0763.
Group forming. Call 265 - booth at Teenage Fair during Easter
GD33EDJIEFF
o4
wk. Must be neat & attractive. Go-go STUDIO APT. Girls or married couple
$75/mo.
132
S.
l0th.
295-2035.
dancers also apply. Ph. after 6 p.m..
TURN ONI the 500 lbs. pressure gun 266-5174.
MALE ROOMMATE urgently needed
that shoots 130 soft water with special
detergent to clean your car. Then try MEN 8 WOMEN: $3/hr. guaranteed Call 286-4827.
our 4 min. was, Astor ’s Auto Wash, 732 after 2 days training. Full or part time
Fuller Brush. Co. 265-8725.
S. 1st.
LOST AND FOUND 161
EXPERIMENT TO HELP people over- BABYSITTERS TO WORK for a registry.
come fears of animals, objects, heights, 95c/hr. Part-time or year ’round. Transp.
LOST AT SCHOOL LAST Wed: "Chansml. rms., etc.. or leaving residence are nec. 225-5307, 264-1223.
tille," a gold Daschund puppy w/blk.
being conducted. If you have one of WAITERS WANTED: New steak house
these fears & wish to participate, please & bar opening Mayl, in Santa Clara. underchin. Please cell Cobe at 293-2151.
Want mature col. std. over 21 to work LOST: GOLD Benrus watch w/safety
contact Miss Phillips, 327-8340,
THE NORTH TAHOE SKI LODGE. 4 night/wk. Hrs. 4:30 p.m. -10:30 p.m. catch. If found, contact Carol at 287(859. $5 reward.
Near all seven Tahoe Ski Areas. Motel Call for interview 326.5527,
accommodations, $3/night per person.
Open all Easter vacation. Call Don for
Info. 967-1664.
FLY TO LOS ANGELES Friday evening,
return Sunday evening. Call 732.1439
after 6 p.m.
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AUTOMOTIVE 121

Pre -period tablet helps relieve that 2 to 7 pound
monthly "water weight" gain that can cause
pain, nervousness, irritability.

CUSTOM-MADE contemporary wedding
& engagement rings, diamonds, etc.
George Larimore, now at OLD TOWN,
Los Gatos. 354-8804.
NEW LIL’ SISTERS - Kendra, Let,
Cindy, Jill, Nancy, and Cindy. - We
luv you. Delta Sigma Phi.
TO G-Stuort-L, Have a Happy Easier.
I will miss you a whole lot. Love, M -

Discover Pamprins, the medical formula that helps
relieve your normal periodic weight gain. You see,
in those 4 to 7 days before your period, your body
begins to retain extra water weight. You look puffy,
feel stuffy. The extra weight puts pressure on
delicate tissue causing simple headaches, irritability, nervousness.
Pamprin gently relieves your body of the extra
water.., puffy look ... stuffy feeling. Works before
and during your period.
Get Pamprin now and be ready to break your
date with Monthly water build-up!

fact

mow

One day

Anne -W,

SERVICES 181
RENT A STEREO OR TV FROM Etches.
Free delivery, free service. No contract.
Call 251-2598.
GUARANTEED TYPING. Fast, accurate,
prompt. Will edit. Near San Jose State.
Mrs. Aslanian, 298-4104.
EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPING. Electric. Masters - Reports - Dissertations. Marianne Tamberg, 1924 Harris
Ave. Call 371-0395 San Jose.
FAST, RELIABLE TYPING in my home.
Reasonable prices. Call 244-6581. M.
Baxter.

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY -

Phone
Jim Koski. 968-0944 anytime.
TYPING - Term papers, thesis, etc. El.
perienced, reasonable. All work guaran
teed Will edit. Pica type. 294-3772.
TYPING - THESIS, term paper*, we..,
experienced & fast. Phone 269-8674.
TYPING. IBM Pica. Experienced. 243.
6313. 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
BE MORE WITH MOORE. Leadership,
Sales. Dynamism. 890 Emory St. S. J.
293-2775.
TRANSPORTATION 191
DESTINATION: San
itinerary to rlder’s
prior to 4-5-68.
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For late (T)

in handy order blank.

check out to

Phone

294-6414. Ext. 2465

HE
bcc,ouR.6etYOU
CAN PA51f..911 Wit CONOMON -ON THE
WILL IMW- MR TAKE A COURSE FIZCIA ME AGO
No refunds possible on canceled ads. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces lot each line)

Two days Three days Four days Fire days

0 Housing (5)

Make

Spartan Daily

Classifieds.

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
Announcements (I) 0 Help Wanted (4)
Personals
Automotive (2)

Call at:
Classified Adv.
Office -J206

Enclose cash or check.

tional line

Pamprin

Diego. Will plan
desires. 286-2421

To Place
an ad:

Send

3 lines -IA- -Ea- -41-1- -PO- -En4 Ins
2.00
2.50
2.75 -1.-0-0 ----)---0
nWes
2.50
3.00 -1.25 --3.4-0- -15---0
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3.00
3.50
3.71- ---14-0- 4.’
Add this
amount for
.50
.50
.50
.50
each addl.
40

I Pan) P.Pin

Now at, the drug section of poor store

One day

0 Lost and Found (0)

(7)
Simko (8)
Transportation (V)

Print Name
Address
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TYRANNICAL TERRI Charmichael for
Pres. Vote for the Yellow T. J.K.N.

Daily
1:30 to 3:30

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Three lines
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PERSONALS :71

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

’63 CORVAIR MONZA. New trans. &
difrnl. Rad., het., 4-spd. Must sell. 2931608.
’64 VW Exc. mech. and body. Low
mileage. $985/offer. 298-1561.
’66 COMET Caliente 2-dr. HT, 289. 4spd. Pow. steer. & windows. New tires.
tech. 23,000 mi. White/red int. $1850,
call 739-3037.
’62 YOLKS Dein., sta. wagon. 9 pass.
Re -bit. avg. at 35.000. 54,000 mi. on
sped. Exc. cond. $900. No trade. 2270414 after 3 p.m.
’56 PORSCHE 365/1600 Coupe. Exc.
inside & out. $1500. 295-1499 4-8 p.m.
’62 SPRITE MK II. Clean, very good
cond. R/H, new battery, gen. $700 5916013 MTThF eves.
TRIUMPH 500 Twin. Dirt bike. $250.
Exc. cond. Good transportation. Ph. 3542261 eves. Ask for John.
’60 AUSTIN HEALY 3000. Exc. condi
Hard too & soft top. R/H, 4-seat.
New paint. $950 286-2854.
’57 CHEVY BEL-Air. 2 dr. HT 283.
4V 3 spd. 0. D. Hurst shift. Exc. cond.
TLC Treatment. $650. Eves. 948-9336.
Day, 966 3425.
’59 VW Bus. Good cond. $600. Call
2R6 1972.

1.

DeThed and
Santa Clara
St

Spartan Daily Classifieds

TOMORROW

SUNDAY

big to gain practical experience.
Stickney emphasized, however,
that (’RE is not a one-issue group.
"We have so many problems that
restrain us," he said, "we have to
release people from their fears.
People want to love and be loved.
Then they can focus on the real
Issues and change society within
the law."

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

0,1

Arab-American Club, 7 p.m., CH166. Important business meeting to
discuss future plans.

Intera,t,c.
ltat
gallon, It:
,
Church, 80 S. Fifth St. l’
Breakfast. ISO and ISC
free, non-members -0 cents. M.,
reservations by calling Adm.
or 297-8977.

relation to action In shaping the
outer world."
Stickney says that one of CRE’s
programs is to provide an alternative to compulsory military service. He feels that through service
work in hospitals or the Peace
Corps or the Job Corps, relevant
education can be achieved. He
added that this would not exclude
the poor or culturally deprived,
since they could perform national
service by completing high school
or going through on-the-job train-
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